
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL Martin Luther 

Martin Luther (der 10. November 1483-der 2. Februar 1546) 

A WALK THROUGH EISENACH 
A Walk Through Eisenach 
In addition to Johann Sebastian 
Bach and Martin Luther who were / 
inspired by Eisenach - Johann 
Wolfgang von Goethe, Richard 
Wagner and St. Elisabeth are 
among others also inspired by the 
area. 

IMPRESSIVE ARCHITECTURAL ENSEMBLE: THE NIKOLAI CHURCH 

The lives and works of Martin 
Luther and Bach simply add to 
the history of this Thuringian 
city at the heart of Germany. 

Inspired by the town and its surroundings while traveling 
through Eisenach in 1777, Goethe wrote: "The place is 
marvelous." Three centuries earlier, lvlartin Luther had 
described Eisenach as " ... my dear town." These brief por
traits from the point of view of two great German person
alities convey precisely what Eisenach is about, and I can 
only confirm the place has retained this image until to
day. Situated in Thuringia, in the middle of Germany and 
only twenty-six km away from the geographical center of 
the country, Eisenach is frequently associated with other 
outstanding German names including Eisenach native Jo
hann Sebastian Bach. Today there is a museum dedicated 

to the life of the great musician. Richard Wagner, who was 
inspired by the region, composed his fan1ous "Tannl1aus
er;" and Charlotte von Schard, the famous lady-friend of 
Johann Wolfgang Goethe who has gone into world his
tory as Charlotte von Stein, was also from the Eisenach. 

What made Eisenach really famous was the fortress 
Wartburg, which looms over the city skyline. Once the 
center of courtly culture and later a seat of the Thuringian 
landgraves, the Wartburg is now a landmark and the only 
fortress in Germany that is a UNESCO World Heritage 
Site. The fortress offers a fascinating architectural jour
ney through Romanesque, Renaissance, and Historicism. 


